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By Alexis Brooks

Higher Journeys. Paperback. Condition: New. 192 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x 0.6in.What do
human personality, paranormal phenomena, manifestation, and abundance all have in common
Answer: A tethering to the spectrum of reality that is begging humanity to pay attention! Conscious
Musings is an allegorical and literal composite of the world as it is and the world as it could be,
weaving a common thread of spiritual consciousness, extraordinary experience, and creation
powers to show that humans carry an inherent ability to transcend reality and themselves! Despite
what appears to be inescapable challenge and inexplicable events anomalies that dont fit within
normal experience, a world of milk and honey is a lot closer than we think, but with one critical
caveat: We must exercise the act of honest contemplation. Is that all it would take to jumpstart a
change in our reality and our world, individually and collectively According to this powerful volume
by metaphysical researcher, essayist, and journalist Alexis Brooks, the answer is a resounding yes!
She says, one must use unbiased introspection to realize where we are in our growth and evolution
in order to root out the challenges and begin the process of embodying the solutions. The...
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Certainly, this is actually the best job by any article writer. It can be loaded with knowledge and wisdom I realized this pdf from my i and dad advised this
book to discover.
-- Ms. V er lie Goyette-- Ms. V er lie Goyette

This ebook is fantastic. It is probably the most awesome book i actually have read. I found out this ebook from my i and dad suggested this book to
understand.
-- Ethel Mills-- Ethel Mills
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